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With schools and colleges shut, summer is certainly the time when every soul wishes to run away to
a place that might allow them to enjoy the incredible offerings of the season amidst some beautiful
settings! While some prefer the long sunny days with something interesting to do, few others opt for
climate that is relatively cooler, offering them respite from the summer heat.

Letâ€™s delve into few of such popular summer vacation destinations that charm the vacationers with
their extreme beauty and blissful climatic conditions and push the enquiries for luxury holiday deals.

Sydney

Seductive and slick, Sydney is one of the most popular summer holiday destinations around the
world. This oldest city of Australia is known for most recognisable and visually spectacular
landmarks and its incredible array of beaches make it a prominent holiday destination among the
beach bums spending on luxury holidays packages. Bondi Beach is perhaps the most popular
beach of Sydney where travellers can take a plunge into the oasis of fun with jovial locals lazing
around along the cool waters over the shimmering sands. Being in Southern Hemisphere, the city
enjoys cooler temperature when Europe feels the heat! 

Toronto

The lively capital of the province of Ontario, Toronto receives streams of travellers who on luxury
holidays in summer months. Toronto experiences pleasant summer months that let the travellers
enjoy extremely blissful sightseeing tours. The city is also replete with some amazing beaches
packed with endless fun and happy locals ready to mingle with the vacationers.

Kerala

Summer months just fail to suppress the beauty and splendour of Kerala, a popular South Indian
state. With its marvellous natural wonders and hard to believe cultures, the state fills the heart of the
vacationers with endless bliss and make their summer vacation a memorable one!  The name of
Kerala conjures the images of untamed backwaters that takes away the summer heat and let the
travellers enjoy their holiday trip in a warm and soothing aura.

Miami

A summer holiday to Miami is all about sun, sea and sand! The city stays drenched in a heavenly
aura all year long where every day is a festival and every night is a performance. Travellers
spending on luxury holiday offers to Miami in summer months can have a blast in the city by
partaking in the day and night parties hosted on the beaches like South Beach, Haulover Beach,
and Bal Harbour Beach. Miami is also quite known for its amazing range of luxury beach resorts
offering wonderful modern amenities along with matchless natural marvels.     

Cape Town

Like Sydney, Cape Town enjoys winters when its summer in Europe. Cape Town is one destination
that has all the reasons to show off its diversity. From mesmerising streams of beaches to stunning
wildlife attractions and from hard to believe cultures to eye-catching landscapes, Cape Town surely
features all the ingredients necessary for a perfect summer holiday destination
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Bali

Bali is replete with all the Asian flavours and offers a serene and romantic escape to the lovebirds.
Travellers visiting this blissful destination during summer months can soak up into the delightful
beaches of the region that offer great setting for enjoying leisurely walks and exciting water
activities.       

San Francisco

With warm and foggy summer months, San Francisco lets the travellers enjoy all the spices of life
under one horizon. The cool summer months of San Francisco brings endless cheers for the
vacationers where they can relish some unforgettable moments while exploring the marvellous
collection of sightseeing attractions offered here.

Give life to the summer months this year by visiting one of these destinations!
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